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Previous descriptions of scanned probe oxidation kinetics involved implicit assumptions that
one-dimensional, steady-state models apply for arbitrary values of applied voltage and pulse
duration. These assumptions have led to inconsistent interpretations regarding the fundamental
processes that contribute to control of oxide growth rate. We propose a model that includes a
temporal crossover of the system from transient to steady-state growth and a spatial crossover from
predominantly vertical to coupled lateral growth. The model provides an excellent fit of available
experimental data. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03119-3#
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For scanned probe microscope~SPM! oxidation1 to be-
come established as a routine and reliable technique
nanodevice2 and nanostructure3 fabrication, a predictive,
quantitative model embodying a realistic physical desc
tion of the growth mechanism is essential. There has b
considerable recent interest in interpreting experimental
netic data for SPM oxidation4–12 and general agreement ha
emerged on the dependence of oxide height,h(t), width,
W(t), and aspect ratio,h/W, on exposure parameters, i.e
voltage applied between SPM tip and substrate,V
@'5 – 20 V#, and the pulse duration,t@'1023– 103 s#. In
1995 Gordon7 suggested that Cabrera–Mott theory13 was ap-
propriate, with significant progress in this direction report
in 1997 by Stievenard8 and Avouris.9 Stievenard arrived a
the inverse–log form, 1/h(t)5k(V)2 log t, beginning with
the Cabrera–Mott assumptions and by introducing
thickness-dependent cutoff fieldEL5V/hL . Avouris pro-
posed a direct–log form,h(t)5k8(V)• log t, instead. It is
noteworthy that Stievenard and Avouris achieved appare
satisfactory empirical fits of their data based on these a
nate forms of the growth, since each equation is derived fr
very different assumptions according to discussions of F
ner and Mott.14

Recognizing that the direct–log form is the appropria
one for SPM oxidation, we examine the assumptions u
to derive it. Uhlig15 obtained the direct–log form,h(t)
5k9(V)• log(kU t11), by assuming that the rate-controllin
step involves interaction of oxyanions with electron
species—holes or electrons—and defects at a metal–o
interface~here, the Si/SiOx interface!. In particular, Uhlig’s
model unifies key concepts recognized by Stievenard
Avouris with our conjectures about the influence of spa
charge on SPM oxide growth. According to this model, p
duction of charged defects16 leads to a buildup of spac

a!Electronic mail:john.dagata@nist.gov
2710003-6951/2000/76(19)/2710/3/$17.00
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charge within the oxide, inhibiting further growth over lon
pulse times.10,12 If we follow Uhlig in attributing the
thickness-related change in activation energy to space ch
rather than stress as we have suggested in previous pa
we reach full agreement with Avouris on the form of the ra
law for SPM oxide growth. We can also invoke Uhlig
theory to provide a physical basis for Stievenard’s cut
field, sinceEL is simply the potential at which space char
in the oxide nulls the externally applied field. As Uhlig ha
indicated, this is the point at which fast oxide growth~in the
vertical dimension! ceases.

In 1995 Teuschler6 demonstrated that an empirica
power law, h(t)5a0(V2Vth)•tg, provides a remarkably
good fit to the experimental data, with subsequent work
dicating thatg ranges from 0.12 to 0.4.@a0 and Vth are
constants.# Fractional power laws have long been associa
with universal relaxation phenomena.17–19 An exponential
relaxation process, exp(2t/t), is ‘‘stretched out’’ over a
longer time scale by a loss mechanism, so t
exp(2t/t)→exp(2t/t)g, with 0,g<1. Since oxidation in-
volves the transport of ionic species across the growing
ide film and subsequent reaction at one or the other
ambient/oxide and oxide/substrate interfaces, the proc
constitutes a reaction-diffusion system which may exh
relaxation-dissipation behavior. In particular, note that Uhl
in deriving the direct–log form did so by neglecting
second-order integration term of the Poisson equation ju
fied on the assumption thath(t)!hL . @C.f., Equations~7!–
~11! in Ref. 15.# Direct experimental evidence indicates th
hL is on the order of 10 nanometers for SPM oxidation, w
oxide thickness approaching or exceeding this value.8,10,12A
numerical integration of the linear,*exp(a•h)dh5*dt, and
the quadratic expressions,*exp(a•h21b•h1c)dh5*dt, indi-
cates that addition of the quadratic term increases the t
required to achieve a given thickness by a factor of 2.5, t
g5(2.5)21, or 0.4, for a retarding potential. Substitutingt0.4
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. SPM oxidation kinetics represented as a set of integrated rate equations in the form deriv
Alberty and Miller ~Ref. 20!. Notation for the individual reaction steps and rate constants are as they app
Alberty–Miller, Equations~5!, ~16!–~8!. Rate equations for speciesA, B, andC are derived assuming that th
initial concentrations areA5Ao , B50, C50. The reaction sequence symbolized by (A→B) is based upon the
discussion of Poindexter.

Symbol SPM oxidation reaction Rate constant

(A→C) Si1h112OH→SiO212H1 k4

(A→B) H11OH2→H2O
H–S[S31H2O1h1→* Si[Si31H3O

1

H3O
11OH2→@H3O

12OH]

k1

(B→C) Si1h1@H3O
12OH#→SiO212H1 k3

Symbol Species, e.g., Rate
@A# OH2 @A#5@Ao#@exp2(k11k4)t#
@B# @H3O

1---OH# @B#5@Ao$k1 /@k32(k11k4)#%@exp2(k11k4)t2exp2k3t#
@C# SiO2 @C#5@Ao#(@12exp2k3t#1(k42k3)/@k32(k11k4)#exp2(k11k4)t2exp2k3t#)
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for t in the Uhlig log form,h(t)5 log(t0.4/t11), provides a
quantitative fit of experimental SPM oxidation data, va
over eight time decades.

A single overall rate constant,kU51/t, in the Uhlig ex-
pression does not provide us with sufficient insight into h
oxyanions, trapping sites, and electronic species interact
der varying SPM oxidation conditions. However, we c
augment Uhlig’s basic concept by introducing space cha
buildup concepts. Let’s assume that silicon oxidation c
sists of a ‘‘direct’’ irreversible process,A→C, and an ‘‘in-
direct’’ one,A→B→C, according to reactions and rate co
stants defined in Table I.~See the discussions of Jonsche17

and Mashkov19 for examples.! Integrated rate expressions fo
A(t), B(t), and C(t) have been published by Alberty an
Miller20 and are also given in Table I. The time evolution
the reactant and product concentrations defined by
Alberty–Miller scheme is displayed in Fig. 1, upper pan
Reaction of an initial concentration of oxyanions is rep
sented by@A(t)#. The density of fixed charge traps at th
growing Si/SiOx interface and their dissipative effect on th
oxidation rate is described by@B(t)#. Evolution of the SiOx
concentration, the symbol@C(t)#, exhibits a growth curve
that is evidently shaped by competition between the dir
and indirect oxidation processes. If the Alberty–Miller equ
tions provide us with a useful model for SPM oxidation u
der nondissipative conditions, then for the actual conditio
encountered during SPM oxidation,h(t)}@C(t0.4;ki)#. The
lower panel of Fig. 1 presents a comparison of Albert
Miller, Uhlig, and Teuschler fits. Note that fort,1 s, all
three expressions are equivalent.

Growth rates calculated using the Alberty–Miller an
Uhlig ~dot-dash! expressions are compared with experime
tal SPM oxidation data in Fig. 2, left-hand side.@Experimen-
tal SPM data in this figure are replotted from Avouris, F
2~a!.# In fitting experimental data, values for the rate co
stants are not arbitrarily chosen. An initial value for t
steady-state rate constantk3 was determined directly by fit
ting the long-time kinetic data, using Equation~278! of
Fromhold.21 A satisfactory fit for the steady-state portion
the growth curve leads to an underestimate of oxide gro
at short time, which can be subtracted from the experime
data to obtain an initial estimate ofk4 . We can then figure
out whatk1 ought to be by fitting the Alberty–Miller expres
sion to the entire span of the experimental data. This lead
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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expected ordering of the magnitude of the rate consta
k1.k4.k3 , which says that initially the direct (A→C) oxi-
dation process occurs, but that over time the trapped s
(A→B→C) builds up and interferes with growth. From th
linear–log oresentation in Fig. 2, upper panel, we see that
simple Uhlig direct–log function does not adequately d
scribe the modulated growth observed in the experime
results at long times. The origin of these modulated featu
in terms of competing rates, becomes evident from a gla
at how@C(t)# evolves in Fig. 1. A survey of SPM oxidatio
literature yields numerous examples of previously ov
looked modulation features in the published data—as long
a representative sampling of the steady-state regime is
cluded. For gaining a fundamental understanding of S

FIG. 1. Upper panel: SPM oxidation model based on the Alberty–Mil
integrated rate equations. A direct pathway for reaction of oxyanions w
silicon at the Si/SiO2 interface is given by (A→C) and an indirect reaction
pathway, mediated by trapped charge defects at the interface, is give
(A→B) followed by (B→C). Lower panel: Log–log plot of SPM oxide
feature height vs pulse time comparing the Teuschler power law, U
direct–log, and Alberty–Miller expressions. The Uhlig rate constant iskU

50.5 and the Alberty–Miller rate constants, as defined in Table I, arek1

50.85,k350.0035, andk450.125. Notice that all three forms exhibit iden
tical power law behavior,t0.4, in the transient regime, i.e., fort<500 ms.
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oxidation, the transition point~or region! is an essential con
cept. In Fig. 2 a transition from transient growth, characte
ized by at0.4 power-law dependence, to steady-state grow
characterized by at0.167 dependence, is clearly observed.

Figure 2, right-hand side, presents calculated and
cently published experimental oxide growth kinetics f
scanning electron-beam lithography~SEBL! oxidation.12 Al-
though exposure conditions for SPM and SEBL are va
different, similarity of the characteristic self-limiting kinetic
suggests generation of charged defects appears to be a
mon control factor for both processes.10,12 @Experimental
SEBL data in this figure are replotted from Wei, Fig. 2~b! of
Ref. 12.# The Alberty–Miller expression, withg51.0 ~solid
line!, is shown in comparison to a representative curve c
culated withg50.4 ~dashed line! which is the dilation factor
used for SPM oxidation. These results give us a degre
confidence that the Alberty–Miller equations describe
most significant aspects of silicon oxidation, at least for l
temperatures.~See Wolters18 for a somewhat related ap
proach to thermal oxidation of silicon.!

For the fits of experimental SPM and SEBL kinetic da
reported here, we have emphasized only voltage and
dependence of the oxide growth rate. Geometrical fact
the SPM tip radius-of-curvature, relative humidity, and tip
substrate distance, for instance, are not described. These
tors may weakly affect the relative magnitude of the r

FIG. 2. Left-hand side: Calculated and experimental SPM oxidation ki
ics. Data are presented in linear–log form in the upper panel, and in log
form in the lower panel. Exposure conditions are given in terms of app
bias voltage,Vdc55, 10, and 20 V, for pulse duration of 1022 to 103 s in
contact mode.@Experimental SPM data, open circles, etc., are taken fr
Avouris, Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 9.# SPM growth rates, calculated using th
Alberty–Miller expression withg50.4, ~heavy solid line! and the Uhlig
direct–log form~dot–dash line! are compared to power-law curves~light
solid lines!. Although both follow the transition from transient to stead
state growth, only the Alberty–Miller form reproduces the modula
growth observed in the steady-state regime, i.e., fort.1 s. Right-hand side:
Calculated and experimental SEBL oxidation kinetics. Exposure condit
are given in terms of electron accelerating voltage,Vacc510, 20, 30, and 40
keV, for dwell times of 1021 to 10 s.@Experimental data, open circles, etc
are taken from Wei, Fig. 2~b! of Ref. 12.# The Alberty–Miller expression
with g51.0 ~solid line!, is shown in comparison to a representative cur
calculated withg50.4 ~dashed line!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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constantski . We have evaluated all relevant SPM kinet
data in an effort to quantitatively model the subtle, yet s
nificant, @three-dimensional~3D!# differences in oxidation
kinetics as a function of scan speed, voltage modulation,
contact versus noncontact modes. These results will be
ported elsewhere. Figure 2 should make it clear, howe
that future efforts to interpret SPM oxidation kinetics da
must include a sufficient range of time and voltage, alo
with additional factors like tip radius and humidity, in orde
that the true functional dependence of the growth rate m
be described correctly.
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